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Chicago photographer Alice Q. Hargrave brings the intangible quality of memory to her prints, 
which reveal relationships between architecture and nature in seemingly disparate places. 
She suggests-with humor, melancholy and metaphor in turn-the visual and spiritual continuity of 
the human touch on environments separated by thousands of miles and several chapters of 
history. 
    “The Architecture of Memory: Photographs by Alice Q. Hargrave,” opens Saturday at The 
Chicago Cultural Center with approximately 50 of Hargraveʼs toned black-and-white prints. The 
exhibit is co-sponsored by the library and the Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs. 
    Hargrave calls her photography a twofold experience of the field and the darkroom. The 
phrase “architecture of memory” refers to the symbiosis of the field photograph and the 
darkroom creation. 
    “I extend the print in the darkroom, and that helps me react to a place. In the darkroom, I 
make a document of a memory,” Hargrave notes. 
    She evokes the dreamlike mood of memory with the imaginative and eloquent use of 
techniques such as printing multiple negatives, doubling images on a print, blurring, and toning 
for subtle shades of blues and brown. The references released in the resulting print are 
multilayered as well. Thus, her photographs of the ruins of the 18th Century Desert du Retz 
fantasy gardens outside Paris suggest the same sense of human passing as abandoned 
buildings she photographed in East St. Louis. 
    “Both have the same organic, overgrown, fleeting feeling of an almost mystical presence,” 
Hargrave says. 
    She is certainly sensitive to the differences of two such places. The Desert du Retz 
photographs convey a sublime serenity that echoes through the architecture even as nature 
reclaims it. The East St. Louis images suggest the menacing silence of a ghost town where the 
relics of everyday life stand as testimony to lost hopes and decay. 
    Yet the grand house at Desert du Retz, fashioned in the shape of a Greek column, and the 
sagging houses of East St. Louis, shrouded in weeds and rubble, both have come to the same 
fate. The one is a classic architectural ruin and the other suggests what contemporary industrial 
society is leaving behind as its mark. 
    Toilets will contribute a prodigious share to the artifacts of our culture. Hargrave 
photographed them close to home with a sharp, almost analytical precision that whimsically 
underscores how they resemble the fossilized skulls of some extinct species. Just compare 
them with Hargrave`s 
“portraits” of artiodactyl and perissodactyl, both among the skeletons at the Field Museum of 
Natural History. And compare those to the spinelike stairway at a Barcelona mansion designed 
by the influential Spanish architect Antonio Gaudi (1852-1926). 
    “His architecture never has a straight line. It`s always curved,”
Hargrave says. She emphasizes the quality with her multiple-image prints of human forms 
superimposed on Gaudiʼs organic forms. In one such picture, uplifted human arms cast a 
shadow on a curtain of fabric and a curtain of stone. Cloth and stone are visually 
indistinguishable. 
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Hargraveʼs photographs of Gaudi architecture, taken in 1986 while she was living and working 
abroad, were the starting point for the photographs on exhibit. But she keeps going back to the 
Gaudi images, taking new approaches to them, as indicated by her prints in the current show. 
    ``I explored the relationship between his architecture and nature. Gaudi used nature as a 
reference for many of his organic forms. The human body seems to almost inhabit the stone, 
giving life to the architecture,`` notes Hargrave in a statement about her work. 
    The curving, limblike branches of trees on Monhegan Island in Maine, shown in other 
photographs, could have been blueprints for Gaudi. 
    The woods of Maine and the woods of the Desert du Retz frame luminous windows of light 
within the natural architecture of things and bring Hargrave`s work full circle. Individual 
photographs resonate with visual phrases of photographs surrounding them. 
    Hargrave looks for anthropomorphic references within the human and natural environment. 
She suggests that objects, artifacts and architecture-from the sublime to the mundane-have 
their own personality. 
    Hargrave, 28, took some of the photographs for this personal portfolio while on assignment 
as a free-lance photographer. Her documentation of hard times in East St. Louis appeared in 
Time magazine, Arete magazine and the London Observer in 1989. Gamma-Liaison, the New 
York-based photo agency, represents her and distributes her work internationally. 
    She is a frequent contributor to Chicago magazine and her work was represented in its 
special issue and exhibition on Chicago photography in 1989. She and poet Jean Howard 
recently were awarded a collaborative Illinois Arts Council grant for a book that combines 
Hargrave`s photographs and Howard`s poems. Currently, her work is on exhibit in a group show 
at the Springfield Art Association, Springfield. 
    Hargrave, who shares her spacious Near North Side studio with her husband, the painter 
Jean-Brice Wallon, grew up in Chicago. She was studying graphics and architecture at Tulane 
University in New Orleans when she turned to photography to take slides of her drawings. ``I 
took a photography course to learn how to use the camera better to take better slides,`` she 
says. ``I just started taking pictures, and I kept taking pictures.`` 
    She studied art history, architecture and photography during her junior year spent in Florence, 
Italy. Back at Tulane her senior year, she studied film and discovered ideas that would have a 
lasting influence on her photography. 
    ``I studied a lot of montage editing, reflecting Eisenstein`s dialectic theory: One image plus 
another image results in a third, very different image,`` she says. Eisenstein carried off the 
concept in striking sequences of images, but Hargrave adapted the approach to the single print. 
    One image plus one image is enough to do the job in some of her most evocative work, 
where she exposes the same negative twice on the print. A tree suggests a dancing pair of 
muses in one such photograph. In others, Gaudi`s staircase entwines upon itself and creates a 
vision for a sensual and mysterious spiral of life. 
    
  Through it all, Hargrave offers the photograph as a document of a charged state of reality, one 
that makes visible the elusive map of perception and the quicksilver event of a state of mind. 
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